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An INITIATION to FORTRAN 77 LANGUAGE

STRUCTURE of a FORTRAN 77 LINE :

Attention : The FORTRAN 77 LINE uses a FIXED FORMAT with 5 ZONES :
- a character C in the first column is the beginning of a COMMENT line ;
- the columns 1 to 5 : zone of LABELS (not signed value between 1 and 99999) used to
the statement GOTO label ;
- the column 6 : zone of CONTINUATION of the previous line, excepted ’0’ or ’X’ ;
- the columns 7 to 72 : zone of the fortran STATEMENT text ;
- the column 73,... : zone of COMMENTS ;
- the blank character has no meaning and can be omitted.

Attention :
. Any character beyond the 72-th column is not seen by the compiler !
. The typing is NOT CASE-SENSITIVE ; SMALL letters or CAPITAL letters are
equivalents

Any IDENTIFICATOR (OR NAME) of variable, array, function or subroutine must
have for first character a letter, eventually followed by numbers or letters or ’ ’ and at
the origin, not more 6 characters.

PROGRAM, SUBROUTINES and FUNCTIONS :

The general structure of a fortran program is :

PROGRAM NamePROG
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C GOAL : Example of fortran program structure
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C AUTHOR : Name Adress Programing Date
C23456---------------------------------------------------------------012
C2345 7 ZONE STATEMENT 012ZONE COMMENT
C
C DECLARATIONS (INTEGER for integer, REAL for real, ... )

REAL A(2,3), BB(3,5), C(2,5)
REAL XX(20), Y(10)

C ...
C
C STATEMENTS
C ... FILLING of A and BB
54321 CALL AB0D(2,3,5,A,BB,C)
C ... FILLING of XX and Y

PS=PROSCR(XX,Y,10)
C ...

GOTO 54321
C ...

STOP
END

SUBROUTINE AB0D( I, K, J, A, B, C )
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C GOAL : MATRICIAL PRODUCT C=A*B
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C -----
C INPUTS :
C --------
C I : ROWS NUMBER OF A
C J : COLUMNS NUMBER OF B
C K : COLUMNS NUMBER OF A AND ROWS OF B
C A : MATRIX I,K
C B : MATRIX K,J
C
C OUTPUT :
C --------
C C : C=A*B
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C AUTHOR : ALAIN PERRONNET TIMS NTU TAIPEI TAIWAN SEPTEMBER 2009
C23456---------------------------------------------------------------012

DOUBLE PRECISION A(I,K), B(K,J), C(I,J), S
C

DO 1 L=1,I
DO 2 M=1,J

S=0.D0
DO 3 N=1,K

S=S+A(L,N)*B(N,M)
3 CONTINUE

C(L,M)=S
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION PROSCR(X,Y,NC)
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C GOAL : SCALAR PRODUCT of 2 REAL SIMPLE PRECISION VECTORS X Y
C ------ WITH NC COMPONENTS
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C AUTHOR : ALAIN PERRONNET TIMS NTU TAIPEI TAIWAN SEPTEMBER 2009
C23456---------------------------------------------------------------012

REAL X(NC), Y(NC)
C

PROSCR=0.
DO I=1,NC

PROSCR = PROSCR + X(I) * Y(I)
ENDDO

C
RETURN
END

MAIN DECLARATIONS :

| | IMPLICIT NONE
All variable identificators must be declared.

| | IMPLICIT REAL (A-H,O-Z)
| | IMPLICIT INTEGER (I-N)

To declare
. REAL without an explicit declaration, any variable of INITIALE A or B or ... or H or
O or P or ... or Z as a REAL variable ;
. INTEGER without an explicit declaration, any variable of INITIALE I or J or K or
L or M or N

In fact, without these 2 IMPLICIT declarations, fortran uses this IMPLICIT RULE,
said “the INITIALE RULE” :
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Any NOT DECLARED variable is IMPLICITLY DECLARED as
. INTEGER if its INITIALE is I or J or K or L or M or N
. REAL if its INITIALE is A or B or ... or H or O or P or ... or Z
equivalent to the 2 IMPLICIT statements.

| | INTEGER I, TI(1 :10,-1 :1)
to declare an integer variable I and an integer array TI with 2 indices, the first from 1
to 10, the second from -1 to 1 by step of 1, of integer variables, contiguous in memory,
which may take integer values from −2147483648 = −231 to 2147483647 = 231 − 1 and
the computations with them use the integer operators (+ - * / (the integer division !)
**) and gives exact values if they are in the validity domain.

| | REAL R, TR(1 :10,-1 :1)
do the same with real variables and absolute values from 1.17549435e-38 to
3.40282347e+38 . The computation of operators (+ - * / **) produces a troncature
error. The 7-th digit is generally false on a computer with 32-bits words.

| | DOUBLE PRECISION D, TD(1 :10,-1 :1)
do the same with real double precision variables and absolute values from
2.2250738585072014d-308 to 1.7976931348623157d+308 . The computation of operators
(+ - * / **) produces a troncature error. The 17-th digit is generally false on a computer
with 32-bits words.

| | LOGICAL L, TL(1 :10,-1 :1) declares L a logical variable and TL an
array of 30 logical variables which take only one of the two values .TRUE. or .FALSE.
The computation with the logical operators .NOT. .AND. .OR. are exacts.

| | CHARACTER*24 K, TK(1 :10,-1 :1) declares K a character variable
up to 24 characters values and TK an array of 30 character variables. Each character is
one of the 256 ASCII characters.
Some operators on character variables :
- the // concatenation and .EQ. and .NE. to test the equality or not of all characters.
- the 5-th character of K is obtained by the term K(5 :5).
- TK(L,M)(10 :15) are the 6 characters 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 of the variable L,M of the
array TK.

2 useful functions on characters :
LEN( VarCharacters ) returns the DECLARED NUMBER of CHARACTERS of
VarCharacters. This function LEN may be used in a subroutine to know the number of
characters which may be used and for a variable which is a parameter.
INDEX( characters1, characters2 ) returns the location of the first character of
characters2 (all characters found) in characters1, else zero.
For example, INDEX( ’THEORIES’, ’RI’ ) gives 5 and INDEX( ’THEORIES’, ’RY’ )
gives 0.

Simple INPUT INSTRUCTIONS on KEYBOARD :

| | READ *, I, A(K,L)
or

| | READ(*,*) I, A(K,L)
request the value, first of I and after the value of A(K,L), with respect of the declared
type of these variables.
If I is declared LOGICAL all typing different of T (to .TRUE.) or F (to .FALSE.)
produces a diagnostic and a stop !
If I is declared INTEGER all typing different of an integer value as 3.14159 produces a
diagnostic and a stop !
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- Simple OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS on the SCREEN :

| | PRINT *, ’A(’,K,’,’,L,’)=’,A(K,L)
or

| | WRITE(*,*) ’A(’,K,’,’,L,’)=’,A(K,L)
display on the screen the characters : A(1,2)=3.14156 if the value of K (declared integer)
is 1, value of L (declared integer) is 2, and the value of A(K,L) (declared real) is 3.14156
.

ARITHMETIC OPERATORS :
These are : + for the addition, - for the soustraction, * for the multiplication, / for
the division, ** for the power (I**2 is I squared, X**Y with X and Y reals, is equal to
exp(Y*Log X) if Log X has a sens.
The standard functions are called with the form NameFunction( parameter1 ) or
NameFunction( parameter1, parameter2 )

The UNARY FUNCTIONS
abs(x) absolute value
sqrt(x) square root
log(x) neperian logarithm
log10(x) decimal logarithm
exp(x) exponentiel
asin(x) arc sine −π/2 <= asin(x) <= π/2 radians
acos(x) arc cosine 0 <= acos(x) <= π radians
atan(x) arc tangent −π/2 <= atan(x) <= π/2 radians
sin(x) sine with radians angle
cos(x) cosine with radians angle
tan(x) tangent with radians angle
sinh(x) hyperbolic sine
cosh(x) hyperbolic cosine
tanh(x) hyperbolic tangent
nint(x) nearest integer

The BINARY FUNCTIONS
min(x1,x2) minimum of 2 reals
max(x1,x2) maximum of 2 reals
mod(i,j) i modulo j (i and j are integers)
isign(x1,x2) is + |x1| if x2 >= 0 or - |x1| if x2 < 0

COMPARAISON OPERATORS :
Use the form :
Operand1 .OPERATORCOMPARAISON. Operand2
For instance :
X .EQ. Y X is it equal to Y ? The result is logical : .TRUE. or .FALSE.
.GT. greater
.GE. greater or equal
.EQ. equal
.NE. not equal
.LE. less or equal
.LT. less

LOGICAL OPERATORS :
Use the form :
.NOT. Operand1
or
Operand1 .LOGICALOPERATOR. Operand2
For instance :
L1 .AND. L2
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with a logical result : .TRUE. if L1 and L2 are .TRUE. or .FALSE. if one or both are
.FALSE.
L1 .OR. L2
with a logical result : .FALSE. if L1 and L2 are .FALSE. or .TRUE. if one or both are
.TRUE.

PRIORITIES between OPERATORS :
In an expression WITH BRACKETS, the first execution is done in the MOST INTER-
NAL COUPLE OF BRACKETS as in Mathematics.
(a+(b*(c/d))) <=> first computation c/d, after b*(c/d) and after a+(b*(c/d)).

In an expression WITHOUT BRACKETS, the EXECUTION DECREASING
PRIORITIES are :
** is executed first ; a**2*b <=> (a**2)*b

* / in equality case the execution is done from left to right : a/b*c <=> (a/b)*c

+ - in equality case the execution is done from left to right : a-b+c <=> (a-b)+c

.LT. .LE. .EQ. .NE. .GE. .GT. the comparaison operators with an equal priority

.NOT.

.AND.

.OR.

If you have a doubt, use brackets.

SET VALUE :
Set a value to a variable with

| | Variable = Value or Valued Expression
If the type of the variable and the value are different, the value, if it is possible is
transformed in the type of the variable, else an error at compilation time is obtained.
If the type of the variable is CHARACTER, the characters must be between ’ ’. For
instance :

| | NAME = ’CHEN’
| | TITRE = ’User”s manual’

A double character ’ is necessary to obtain one ’ in the string of characters.

STRUCTURES OF CONTROL :
The instructions are executed from their order. The first instruction, the second, and
so on, excepted to several control instructions, as the GOTO Label

| | GOTO Label1
| | instructions1

Label1 | | instruction2
| | instructions3

After the execution of GOTO Label1, instruction2 is executed, and after, the instruc-
tions3 ...

IF LogicalCondition THEN instructions1 ELSE instructions2
instructions3

is translated in Fortran by
| | IF( LogicalCondition ) THEN
| | instructions1
| | ELSE
| | instructions2
| | ENDIF
| | instructions3
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ELSE instructions2 may be absent.

It is also possible to write
| | IF( LogicalCondition1) THEN
| | instructions1
| | ELSE IF( LogicalCondition2) THEN
| | instructions2
| | ELSE IF( LogicalCondition3) THEN
| | instructions3
| | ...
| | ELSE
| | instructions of the last else
| | ENDIF

FOR I=J to K by STEP of L DO
instructions1
End FOR
instructions2

is translated in Fortran by
| | DO I=J,K,L
| | instructions1
| | EndDO
| | instructions2

or
| | DO Label1 I=J,K,L
| | instructions1

Label1 | | CONTINUE
| | instructions2

Label1 is an integer, not signed, of value between 1 and 99999
I is chosen as an integer variable in order to evitate problems.
J,K,L are necessary integer constants or variables.
L may be negative and then generally J > K
If NO VALUE exists between I and J, then instructions1 is not executed.

WHILE LogicalCondition DO
instructions1
EndWHILE
instructions2

is translated in Fortran by
Label1 | | IF( LogicalCondition) THEN

| | instructions1
| | GOTO Label1
| | ENDIF
| | instructions2

Of course, instructions1 must modify the value of LogicalCondition to have a possibility
to exit of the loop.

REPEAT
instructions1
UNTIL LogicalCondition
instructions2

is translated in Fortran by
Label1 | | instructions1

| | IF(.NOT. LogicalCondition ) GOTO Label1
| | instructions2
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Of course, instructions1 must modify the value of LogicalCondition to have a possibility
to exit of the loop.

GENERAL STRUCTURE of a FUNCTION
| | TYPE FUNCTION FunctionName( parameter1,..., parameter n)
| | Declarations
| | Initializations of the variable FunctionName from parameters values as
| | FunctionName = instruction or READ *, FunctionName
| | RETURN
| | END

FunctionName is a variable of type TYPE (integer or real or ... , but scalar, not an
array) and is used as any variable.
The parameters 1, ..., n may be identificators of variables or arrays or functions or
subroutines names (Cf EXTERNAL instruction).
The parameters 1, ..., n are used to write the function. The programmer choose what
parameter is an input or an output data. Fortran assumes that the address of the
parameter in the function is the address of the parameter in the call of the function.
In the writing of the function parameters are mute, as a variable in the writing of a
mathematic function. It is necessary to write the function.
A logical way would that no parameter of the function could change. In fact Fortran
does not verify if a parameter change in the function. But, as parameters are passed
by address, a modification in the function is in fact on the variable of the call of the
function.
Do not this :

| | INTEGER FUNCTION NBCALLS( I )
| | I = I + 1
| | NBCALLS = I
| | RETURN
| | END

A call such that
| | NB = NBCALLS( 0 )

leads to manipulate, after the call, the constant 0 with a value 1 !
A right writing may be

| | INTEGER FUNCTION NBCALLS( I )
| | NBCALLS = I + 1
| | RETURN
| | END

GENERAL STRUCTURE of a SUBROUTINE
| | SUBROUTINE NameSP( parameter1,..., parameter n)
| | Declarations of variables, arrays, ...
| | Instructions which use the parameters
| | RETURN
| | END

A subroutine is in fact a sub-program in which instructions are executed with the values
of its parameters.

A contrario of a function, a subroutine may have parameters as
- INPUT PARAMETERS with known values at the call and used in the core of the
subroutine
- OUTPUT PARAMETERS with unknown values at the call and initialized in the core
of the subroutine
- INPUT-OUTPUT PARAMETERS with known values at the call and modified values
at the return.

SUBROUTINE MatrixVectorProduct( N, A, x, y )
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INTEGER N
REAL A(1 :N,1 :N), X(N), Y(1 :N)

C
C COMPUTATION of Y = A * X
C N, A, X are INPUT PARAMETERS, NOT MODIFIED in the SUBROUTINE
C Y is an OUTPUT PARAMETER which is the RESULT of the subroutine
C

DO 30 I=1,N
Y(I) = 0.0
DO 20 J=1,N

Y(I) = Y(I) + A(I,J) * X(J)
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE

C Here, the result vector Y has been computed
RETURN
END

The programmer decides the type of each parameter according his intention.

LINK between the CALL and the FUNCTION or SUBROUTINE :
The call of a function is its name following by its parameters, separated by a coma,
framed by brackets.

| | NBITER = NBCALLS( NBITER )
| | NORME = SQRT( PROSCR( X, X, 5) )

The call of a subroutine is the instruction CALL followed by the name of the subroutine
following by its parameters, separated by a coma, framed by brackets.

| | CALL MatrixVectorProduct( N, A, x, y )

But, ATTENTION, a call such that
| | CALL MatrixVectorProduct( N, A, x, x )

correct to the syntaxic point of view, gives a FALSE result !
To understand that, it is sufficient to replace in the subroutine text, Y by X, and to
follow the execution. After the computation of y(1)=0, x(1) has been lost...
It is important to simulate the effect of the using of a same parameter in place of two
during the call of a subroutine. Be careful of these SIDE EFFECTS...

The COMPILER does not verify the fitting of types of parameters from the call to the
function or subroutine itself. After the reading of the instruction END, the compiler
forget the function or subroutine parameters and re-initialize itself. If a call uses a real
variable parameter, passed to an integer variable parameter, due to different codings,
the integer value is not correct !

The LINK EDITOR assumes that the address of the n-th parameter of the call is the
address of the n-th parameter into the function or subroutine. But, it does not verify
the types !

How are PASSED the PARAMETERS from the CALL to the FUNCTION
or SUBROUTINE ?

The idea of the method is the following :
SUBROUTINE MatrixVectorProduct( N, A, x, y )
INTEGER N
REAL A(1 :N,1 :N), X(N), Y(1 :N)

C
C COMPUTATION of Y = A * X
C N, A, X are INPUT PARAMETERS, NOT MODIFIED in the SUBROUTINE
C Y is an OUTPUT PARAMETER which is the RESULT of the subroutine
C
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DO 30 I=1,N
Y(I) = 0.0
DO 20 J=1,N

Y(I) = Y(I) + A(I,J) * X(J)
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE

C Here, the result vector Y has been computed
RETURN
END

When the compiler Fortran 77 meets
CALL MatrixVectorProduct( N, A, x, y )

then,
- it declares a table of 6 (the number of parameters plus two) integers and stores in the
. first integer the number of parameters (here 4) ;
. second integer the memory address of the variable N ;
. third integer the memory address of the first variable of the array A ;
. fourth integer the memory address of the first variable of the array x ;
. fifth integer the memory address of the first variable of the array y ;
. six-th integer the memory address of the instruction which follows the call instruction
to assume the return ;
- it generates an instruction to put in the register 1 the address of this table.

When the compiler Fortran 77 meets the subroutine MatrixVectorProduct( N, A, x, y )
- it declares a table of 6 (the number of parameters plus two) integers ;
- it generates instructions to
. read the value ad on the register 1 (address of the table of the call parameters) ;
. read at the address ad the value m of the first integer (the range of the table, here 6) ;
. copy the m values (address of parameters) into the local table.

After the compiler uses the address of parameters to permit the computation of the
subroutine. The compiler treats * X(j) as
. read the address of X parameter as the fourth, add a shift of (j-1) words, read at this
address in memory the value of X(j) and multiply it with the value on the register.

The compiler does not ”know’ the addresses, which are not initialized at this time, but
knows where they will be during the execution !
The interpretation of the instruction RETURN is done by the creation of an instruction
goto the instruction of which the address is in the sixth place of the table.

Some errors may be explained :
- if the SP CALL has less parameters than the SP it-self, the final addresses in the SP
will not be initialized and produces a “segmentation fault” or not, but an ERROR.
- if the SP CALL has more parameters than the SP it-self, the RETURN address will
not be good.
- if the SP contains the instruction CALL MatrixVectorProduct( N, A, x, y ) i.e. the sub-
routine call itself (a recursive subroutine), the above method does not work ! The first
good return address is scratched by the second call ... and never the correct return will
be done. This is for this reason that Fortran 77 is not recursive. To obtain, it would be
necessary to organize a heap of parameters tables.

This method to pass the parameters permit a separated compilation of subroutines.

Attention, the generated addresses are relatives to the begin of each subroutines. The
link editor concats all the SP and sums the addresses to become absolute to the program
beginning. The LOADER sums this address to obtain the memory addresses and the
program may begin its execution.
(The PAGINATION of the memory is not invoke here...)
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COMPILE, LINK EDIT, LOAD, EXECUTE a Fortran 77 program under
LINUX :
The new compiler of GNU has the name gfortran in place of f77 or g77.

The steps of compilation, link edition, loading, execution may be done with two
commands :
If prog.f is the file which contains the program and all subroutines, type

gfortran prog.f -o prog

and the loadable and executable file prog will be produced. Type
prog
to load and execute the program.

Attention : If a subroutine SP, a function or an array has not been declared, but called
in a subprogram, an external reference is not recovered, then, the load module is not
created. Use the grep command to find lines where the name of this item is.
grep -in SP prog.f

When prog is executing, type the wished input data as required by the programmer. A
small prompted text to explain what input is required will be welcome !
The results are displayed on the screen which has a limited number of lines.

It is possible to compile subroutines, one by one.
gfortran -c sp.f -o sp.o
The option -c avoid the link editor step.
The file sp.o is not directly executable, but, it may be add in a command as
gfortran prog.f sp.o -o prog
The result is the same if the sp.f has been add in the file prog.f

A library lib of files.o may be built by the commands :
- creation of lib and put sp.o in lib :
ar rc lib sp.o
- only put sp.o in an existing library lib :
ar r lib sp.o

The files.o library lib may be invoked during the link edit by the command
gfortran prog.f lib -lX11 -o prog

For instance, the Mefisto libraries have the names
$MEFISTO/mail/lib $MEFISTO/util/lib $MEFISTO/xvue/lib , ...
and $MEFISTO/xvue/xvuelc.o of C compiled functions, necessary to the graphics, may
be invoked to construct the load module ppmail as :
gfortran -O -I. prpr/ppmail.f mail/lib util/lib xvue/lib xvue/xvuelc.o -
lgfortran -L/usr/X11R6/lib -lX11 -o pp/ppmail

-lX11 asks for a search of external references in the standard library X11.

Attention : The libraries order of this demand is important.
If the SP sp1 calls the SP sp2, the library of sp2 must be its of sp1 or in a library given
after its of sp1.
If sp2 is in a library given before its of sp1, then, sp2 is not recovered !
sp1 may calls sp which are in the same library or cited after in the command.

In any case, to execute the load module prog, type its file name
prog
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MORE FORTRAN 77 INSTRUCTIONS :

The type declaration of NAMED CONSTANTS must be declared before if the initiale
rule is not right.

| | Declarations of type of ConstNames
| | PARAMETER (ConstName1=Valeur1, ... , ConstNameN=ValeurN)

For example :
| | REAL NU
| | INTEGER RangeVector
| | PARAMETER (Pi=3.14159, Nu=3E-1, RangeVector=10000)
| | DOUBLE PRECISION Vector(RangeVector)

These Named Constants can be used to declare the range of arrays during their
declarations.

Constants may be named. Why ?
. This possibility brings a better readability.

10000 is not significant, but RangeVector is !
. The modification of a value may be easyer because the declaration is always at the
top of declarations in subroutines and one modification is sufficient.
If the value of a constant is directly done, the using of a text editor may change the
value. But this value may represent an other constant and the change leads to an error.

| | EQUIVALENCE (Variable1, ... , Variablen)
This instruction indicate that Variable1, Variable2, ... , Variable n have the SAME
ADDRESS in memory and occupy the same location.
Attention, the types may be different and the using one after one !
The reservation of memory words is done with the largest variables.
For instance,

| | DOUBLE PRECISION D(2)
| | REAL A(3)
| | INTEGER I
| | EQUIVALENCE (D, A, I)
| | INTEGER NV(2)
| | EQUIVALENCE (NV(1),nv1), (NV(2),nv2)

mean that
- the first word of D(1) is the same as A(1) and I ;
- the second word of D(1) is the same as A(2) ;
- the first word of D(2) is the same as A(3) ;
- the second word of D(2) may not be used by any variable excepted D(2).

Attention :
- It is not possible to use simultaneously the 3 types, but one after an other.
- This instruction economize memories, used during a time, one after an other.
For counter example

| | D(1)=ATAN(1D0) * 4D0
| | PRINT *,I

has no sense. The memory code of π has the double precision type on 2 words of 32
bits, which is different of the integer memory code. The printing of I has no meaning !
A more interesting case will be given after to define a dynamic allocation of memories.

| | COMMON /CommonName/ Variables, Arrays
This instruction declares a memory global zone which may used in different SP. This
zone is identified by its name CommonName. In different SP, the description of this
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memory zone may be different. In fact this zone is shared, is common to several SP. The
correspondence is done by the local address.

Example :
| | SUBROUTINE SP1
| | COMMON / FRAME / XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX
| | ...
| | END

...
| | SUBROUTINE SP2
| | COMMON / FRAME / CMIMAX(1 :2,1 :2)
| | ...
| | END

In this case,
- XMIN and CMIMAX(1,1) occupy the same memory location ;
- XMAX and CMIMAX(2,1) occupy the same memory location ;
- YMIN and CMIMAX(1,2) occupy the same memory location ;
- YMAX and CMIMAX(2,2) occupy the same memory location.

ATTENTION :
- All COMMONS of a same name must have the same number of words !
- EXCEPTED to the “BLANK” COMMON

| | COMMON // List of variables, arrays
or

| | COMMON List of variables, arrays

Remarks :
- The blank common may have different sizes and the loader will use the maximum
declared size ;
- A double precision variable (which uses 2 words) must be on an EVEN address and it
is necessary to declare them first ;
- The variables of the largest type must be declared first, and smaller after
(DOUBLE PRESISION, REAL, INTEGER, INTEGER*2, ...) to have a good alignment
of variables ;
- The size is dependent of the variables, but also of the computer word type, 32 or
64-bits ;

| | DATA NameVariable, NameArray / Value of the Variable , Values of
Array Variables /
The array variable values are done in the order of variables storage.
Example :

| | REAL X(2,3), A(2,2,3 :4)
| | DATA X/ 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6. /
| | DATA A/ -1.0, -2.0, -3., -4.0, -5., -6., -7., -8. /

leads to the storage
X(1,1)=1.0, X(2,1)=2.0, X(1,2)=3.0, X(2,2)=4.0, X(1,3)=5.0, X(2,3)=6.0,
A(1,1,3)=-1.0, A(2,1,3)=-2.0, A(1,2,3)=-3.0, A(2,2,3)=-4.0, A(1,1,4)=-5.0, A(2,1,4)=-
6.0, A(1,2,4)=-7.0, A(2,2,4)=-8.0

ATTENTION :
- this value is stored by the loader before the execution.
If a SP modifies this value, the old value will be scratched, but perhaps not !
Why ? The SP is loaded and the value modified. An other execution of SP will be at
the same location in memory or not, at an other location where the value is again the
initial value !

To evitate this problem, use the declaration :
| | SAVE VariableName
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Then, if VariableName is modified in SP the modified value will be kept.
- DATA can NOT be used as a variable or array of a COMMON. In this case, use the
affectation ( VariableName = Value) to do that.
Example :

| | INTEGER FUNCTION NBCALL()
| | SAVE NBITER
| | DATA NBITER / 0 /
| | NBITER = NBITER + 1
| | NBCALL = NBITER
| | RETURN
| | END

| | INCLUDE ”NameFile”
as

| | include ”./incl/xyzext.inc” | | include ”home/chen/mefistosource/incl/trv

The set of lines of NameFile is integrated to the source text.

Why use this declaration ?
If a memory zone is shared by many variables, arrays in common instructions, ... and
used by different SP, it is convenient to write it in one include file and refers to it in
every SP.
A modification will be done in the include file and immediately reported in all SP.

| | EXTERNAL FunctionName or SubroutineName
| | INTRINSIC FunctionName

This is the declaration of an identificator of a function or a subroutine.
INTRINSIC specifies that FunctionName is the name of the known standard intrinsic
fortran functions, not a user’s function. For instance, abs, sqrt, exp, sin, atan, ...
In fact this declaration is only done if the FunctionName or SubroutineName is one of
the SP parameters.
For instance, the following function integrates a function f(x) between a and b by the
rectangle rule (file rectang.f).

REAL FUNCTION RECTANG( A, B, F )
C NUMERIC INTEGRATION of F(X) on [A,B] by the rectangle rule

PARAMETER (N=100)
REAL A, B
PAS = (B-A) / N
X = A + PAS * 0.5
RECTANG = 0.0
DO I=1,N

RECTANG = RECTANG + F(X)
C Here, F(X) NOT DECLARED is NOT AN ARRAY => It IS a FUNCTION

X = X + PAS
ENDDO
RECTANG = RECTANG * PAS
RETURN
END

and may be called as (file pprect.f)
PROGRAM PPRECT

C INTEGRATION of some FUNCTIONS on [a,b]
EXTERNAL F1, F2

C Without this declaration the compiler is unable
C to know F1 and F2 are functions
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C
A=0.0
B=1.0
PRINT *,’INTEGRAL from ’,A,’ to ’, B, ’ of F1(X) = EXP(X) =’,
% RECTANG( A, B, F1 )

C
A=1.0
B=2.0
PRINT *,’INTEGRAL from ’,A,’ to ’, B, ’ of F2(X) = LOG(X) =’,
% RECTANG( A, B, F2 )
STOP
END

C
REAL FUNCTION F1(X)
F1 = EXP(X)
RETURN
END

C
REAL FUNCTION F2(X)
F2 = LOG(X)
END

The compilation and link edition are done by

gfortran pprect.f rectang.f -o pp

pp
gives

INTEGRAL from 0.0000000 to 1.0000000 of F1(X) = EXP(X) = 1.7182745
INTEGRAL from 1.0000000 to 2.0000000 of F2(X) = LOG(X) = 0.38629612

The instruction
| | EXTERNAL F1, F2

is necessary to indicate that F1 and F2 are external functions. Without this declaration,
the implicit initiale rule declares F1 and F2 are real variables and will be passed as real
variables, not an address of the code of a function !

To be full, the I/O instructions (for Input/output) may be described with details.
Cf the paper f77afiles.pdf on the using of files with fortran.
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